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TARGETING – Part Sixteen: ELF, FREQUENCIES, 

VIOLET, PURPLE, MIND CONTROL 

… 

In 1963, Dr Robert Beck explored effects of external magnetic-fields on 

brainwaves showing a relationship between psychiatric admissions and solar 

magnetic storms. He exposed volunteers to pulsed magnetic-fields similar to 

magnetic-storms, and found a similar response. US 60 Hz electric power ELF 

waves vibrate at the same frequency as the human brain. UK 50 Hz electricity 

emissions depress the thyroid gland. 

A) 7.83 Hz (earth's pulse rate) made a person feel good, producing an altered-

state.   **Remember I shared that Magnus Olsson said that his targeters 

would sometimes hit him with frequencies that would make him feel really 

good, extremely happy.** 

B) 10.80 Hz causes riotious behaviour and  

C) 6.6 Hz causes depression. 

Just in case you may not believe this.  I did a random search and someone was 

asking in a physics forum what frequency the body resonates at.  Seems 

different body parts have different frequencies but I found the following 

comment interesting:  
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Puharich made ELF waves change RNA and DNA, breaking hydrogen bonds to 

make a person have a higher vibratory rate. (((He made ELF waves change RNA 

and DNA))) He wanted to go beyond the psychic 8 Hz brainwave and attract psi 

phenomena. James Hurtak, who once worked for Puharich, also wrote in his 

book  The Keys of Enoch (which would be an occultic take on Enoch) that ultra-

violet caused hydrogen bonds to break and this raised the vibratory rate. 
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Think about what they discovered about ULTRA VIOLET -  1999 Hong Kong movie 

about a terrorist plot to seed clouds with a deadly chemical.  Hmmmm  Does this 

sound familiar?  “Purple Storm” – raining down on us. 

Research on Puharich: To many the word paranormal immediately conjures up 

images of haunted houses and ghosts.  However, paranormal is defined as events 

or phenomena (such as telepathy or clairvoyance) that are beyond the scope of 

normal scientific understanding.  ***Believe it or not, since the 1940’s, 

intelligence agencies all over the world have spent millions of dollars researching 

the paranormal.***(That’s right, our military and governments have been 

studying and researching just like Hitler did to increase their occult knowledge 

and power.)  In their search for answers, they initially went to one man: Dr. 

Andrija Puharich.   

Just imagine, an esteemed medical doctor out of Northwestern University (this 

university is a Tavistock School), who’s hired by top intelligence agencies, funded 

by some of the wealthiest families in the world, researches psychedelics before 
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anyone else, publishes 6 books and is credited with over 50 patents, yet no one 

knows his real story. 

 

(VIOLET WAVES)  Pineal gland and crown is associated with the “purple/indigo 

chakra”, Purple Rain, The Color Purple – THEY HAVE BEEN TELLING US!! 

 

 

Purple is a 6 and the occult love 6’s.  Remember the more they have in their 

religion it means the spell, curse is magnified that much more. 

Rev. 13:17-18 – And that no man might buy or sell, save (except) he that had the 

mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name (or the number of the 

name of it – Interesting that the Int. Bible says “It” instead of “his”).  Here is 
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wisdom, Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is 

the number of a man; and his number is six hundred threescore and six (and the 

number of it is 666).  

 

The one eyed purple people eater.  They tell us plainly but we don’t take it to 

heart.  Remember they have made it clear that they are not human and they feed 

on us.   We are called useless cattle.  Phil Schneider was one who brought this 

information out.  There was a line in a movie where one of them said “you know 

what we are and now you know what you are”.  Nano is an interesting little word.  

Spell it backward the way the occult would and you see on/On (Heliopolis) – the 

city of the sun.  Also since the occult study God’s Word so that they can pervert it 

and do the opposite of it to bring more curses on themselves and more of satan’s 

power flowing to them you will see the name Onan.   

Genesis 38:7-10 - And Er, Judah's firstborn, was wicked in the sight of the LORD; 

and the LORD slew (killed) him. And Judah said unto Onan, Go in unto thy 

brother's wife, and marry her, and raise up seed to thy brother. And Onan knew 

that the seed should not be his; and it came to pass, when he went in unto his 

brother's wife, that he spilled it on the ground, lest that he should give seed to his 

brother (not giving seed to his brother). And the thing which he did displeased the 

LORD (he did evil in the eyes of the LORD): wherefore He slew him also (and He 

killed him also).  
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They love wicked people in the Bible, they honor them in names of their children 

and places and things.  So all of that wickedness is wrapped up in the nano that 

they are spraying on all of us and putting in our food supply, clothes etc. 

 

L: Purple Rain, PR notice his satanic logo on the motorcycle.  R: They hide clues in 

all that they do.  Kennedy noticed the white elephant in the hair.  That is a 

programming cue. 

 

Prince was an illuminati slave, but also he wrote slae/slay here.  And the V is set 

apart.  V = 6 in Hebrew, 5 in Roman numerals which stands for Jupiter/satan, 

snake tongue/split tongue, vril, holding it up with two fingers it is like deuce /dues 

(which also means 2) which is for god, their god satan. 
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Many things are hidden in our languages.  If we all could compare, so many things 

would come to light. 

 

Violet – Purple  

 Puharich presented the mental effects of ELF waves to military leaders, but they 

would not believe him. **I find that hard to believe.** He gave this information 

to certain dignitaries of other Western nations. The US government burned down 

his home in New York to shut him up and he fled to Mexico. However, the 

Russians discovered which ELF frequencies did what to the human brain and 

began zapping the US Embassy in Moscow on 4 July 1976 with electromagnetic-

waves, varying the signal, including focusing on 10 Hz. (10 Hz puts people into a 

hypnotic state. Russians and North Koreans use this in portable mind-control 

machines to extract confessions. A machine was even found in an American 

church to help the congregation believe!) I hope you can understand that most 

churches are totally apostate, doing the work of satan with freemasons and 

witches standing at the pulpits.   
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According to Wikipedia only the US, Russia and India have these ELF facilities, I 

don’t buy that for a minute. 

 

This is the Duga Radar Station1 in Ukraine.  All around our world the 

military/governments have taken land and erected these huge antenna farms.  

The Russian "Woodpecker" signal was traveling across the world from a 

transmitter near Kiev. The US Air Force identified 5 different frequencies in this 

compound harmonic Woodpecker signal that was sending signals through the 

earth and the atmosphere. 

Nikola Tesla revealed in 1901 power could be transmitted through the ground 

using ELF waves. Nothing stops or weakens these signals. The Russians retrieved 

Tesla's papers when they were finally returned to Yugoslavia after his death. 

*Please play this video – on the Russian Woodpecker, RF weapons, ELF*(about 15 

min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzgoCkHdTHw&t=630s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzgoCkHdTHw&t=630s
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**ANYTHING YOU CAN DO WITH DRUGS YOU CAN DO WITH 
THE RIGHT ELF WAVES – THEY CAN HEAL OR HURT WITH THIS 
TECHNOLOGY/ CAUSE AND EFFECT BETWEEN A MAGNETIC 
FIELD AND A BIOLOGIC FUNCTION– WHAT WE SEE THEM 
DOING IS MOSTLY USING IT TO HARM** 

Can induce hallucinations and cause people to do things they would not normally 
do. 

*The military hospitals around the world are continuing the research that Hitler 

was doing.  None of the horrible crimes against mankind have stopped.  They 

have not stopped using this equipment or any of their technological weapons, nor 

has any other country.  They are only perfecting them and making more.  We 

would have to be naïve to believe they quit.  They can alter your mind and bodily 

functions.  Period. The scientist in the video said in 3 weeks I could put together a 

weapon that would take care of a whole town.  The Woodpecker was designed to 

interfere with human brain functions.  Listening to the sound of it reminded me of 

the noise from the Las Vegas False Flag shooting by Stephen Paddock.  Don’t let 

those reports of no funding and not being used fool you.  Black ops is not 

hindered in any way.  They are using these weapons on us, all of us, all around the 

world as well as using it to control and manipulate the weather.* 

Puharich continued to monitor the Russian ELF wave signal while in Mexico and 
the higher harmonics produced  in the MHz range (5.340 MHz). He met the CIA 
and started working for them. He and Dr. Robert Beck designed equipment to 
measure these waves and their effect on the human brain. Puharich started his 
work by putting dogs to sleep. By 1948/49 he graduated to monkeys, deliberately 
destroying their eardrums to enable them to pick up sounds without the eardrum 
intact. He discovered a nerve in the tongue could be used to facilitate hearing. He 
created the dental tooth implant which mind-control victims are now claiming 
was surreptitiously placed in their mouth by controlled dentists causing them to 
hear 'voices in their head.'  The implant was placed under dental caps or lodged 
in the jaw. 
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Tim Rifat wrote in his Microwave Mind Control in the UK 

article http://www.brazilboycott.org/   that cellular phones use 435 MHz.  UK 

police use 450 MHz exclusively. Dr. Ross Adey used this for CIA behavioral 

modification experiments. Police have a vast array of antennae to broadcast this 

frequency all over the UK. Adey used 0.75mW/cm2 intensity of pulse modulate 

microwave at a frequency of 450 MHz, with an ELF modulation to control all 

aspects of human behavior. 450 MHZ radar modulated at 60 Hz greatly reduced 

T-lymphocyte activity to kill cultured cancer cells. (again they can heal or destroy 

with this technology) A study of  USA  60 Hz power lines repeated this finding. 

*They know how to stop your body from fighting against disease such as cancer.  

They know what frequency to hit it with if you become their target.*  Remember 

the  farmer who proved that the vaccines they were pushing to keep cattle 

healthy were actually causing mad cow disease and so he did not allow his cattle 

to be vaccinated.  He died from brain cancer at 53 years of age. 

CLOSING 

 

The Purple Heart is a United States military decoration awarded in the name of 

the president to those wounded or killed while serving, on or after April 5, 1917, 

with the U.S. military.  Three stars at the top for satan’s false trinity, there are oak 

leaf clusters on it which are for zeus/Jupiter/satan, purple is for 

http://www.brazilboycott.org/
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Aphrodite/asherah and the heart is for tammuz. Interesting to note that in the 

Babylonian tongue the word heart sounds like bal.   

2 Thess.2:7-12 – For the mystery of iniquity (lawlessness) doth already work: 

(already at work in Paul’s day – only gotten stronger and darker)only he who now 

letteth will let (only he restraining now), until he be taken out of the way (until 

out of the midst it comes), And then shall that wicked (the antichrist/lawless one) 

be revealed, whom the Lord shall (will) consume with (by) the Spirit of His mouth, 

and shall destroy with (and nothing by) the brightness of His coming:  Even him, 

whose coming is after the working of satan (the coming according to the working 

of satan) with all power and signs and lying wonders (frequencies / creating 

aurora’s/controlling minds/controlling weather/creating weather – these are 

power and signs and lying wonders), And with all deceivableness (deceit) of 

unrighteousness in them that perish (those being lost); because they received not 

the love of the truth, that they might be saved.  And for this cause God shall send 

them strong delusion (a working of error), that they should believe a (the) lie: 

That they all might be damned (judged) who believed not the truth, but had 

pleasure in unrighteousness.  

There are theories out that it is Holy Spirit or Michael the archangel or the Church 

holding all of this at bay even though it is ramping up to the tribulation.  God is in 

control and He has a set time.  If these people don’t repent, hell and then the lake 

of fire awaits them. 

A word of encouragement: 

Psalm 31:24 – Be of good courage, and He shall (will) strengthen your heart, all ye 

that (who) hope in the LORD. 

PRAYER 
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What to do for Christians, also **fast and pray** 

http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/76-targeted-
individuals-of-dew-oppressed-people  
Fullerton informer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlLOBGz-2TU 

https://www.willemwitteveen.com/mind-over-matter-the-mysteries-of-andrija-

puharich/ 

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/deuce 

Farmer against vaccines 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_Purdey 

https://www.behindthename.com/names/usage/greek-mythology 

http://www.greek-mythology-pantheon.com/aphrodite-venus-greek-goddess-of-

love-beauty-pleasure-and-procreation/ 

Oak and zeus 

https://www.coursehero.com/lit/The-Golden-Bough/symbols/ 

Heart pronounced in Babylonian sounds like bal. 

http://therealtemple.blogspot.com/2009/02/who-is-that-angelical-cupid-

tammuz.html 
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